With the train
Please exit at the station »Rostock Hauptbahnhof« (Central Station) and use the tramlines 2, 5 or 6 in the direction »Mensa« or »Südstadt« (South City) (2 stops - leave tram at »Erich Schlesinger Strasse«).

With the airplane
Rostock can be reached over railroad connections offered daily several times from Berlin, Hamburg or Frankfurt (airports TXL, HAM, FRA). Additional flights are possible to Berlin, Hamburg or Frankfurt (airports TXL, HAM, FRA).

From there you can reach by a hired car, the train or by a shuttle service (service #1: +49 381 49 14 70, service #2: +49 381 20 15 633; approx. 40 EUR) to Rostock.

It is also possible to fly directly from Nuremberg or Munich to Rostock-Laage (RLG). From there you reach Rostock with the taxi or airport bus.

With the car
Please leave the highway A 20 at the exit »Rostock Südostadt«. The feeder road ends directly in the southern part of town, in the four-lane south ring. Turn right (crossroad »Südstadtcenter«), at the next traffic light to the left (crossroad Erich Schlesinger Strasse). Follow the signposts to the RIGZ or Fraunhofer IGD. At the »Elf« filling station turn to the left.